A0363

(2) Ø2" Poles Clamp Mount

Large Monitor Holder
AFC-3255 (Adjustable from 200x200mm up to 600x400mm VESA Compliant)

30" Rail w/ Security
Stoppers at both Ends

30" (Rail)

24"

Image of 42" Screen

ISOMETRIC VIEW
SCALE: 1-1/2" = 1'-0"

SIDE VIEW
SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

FRONT VIEW
SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

NOTES:

MATERIAL:

DRAWN BY: BD
DATE: 7/24/17
DESCRIPTION: AFCRail Desk Clamp Mount

APPROVED

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
FRACTIONAL ±1/64
2 PLC. DEC. ±0.1
3 PLC. DEC. ±0.001
ANGULAR FINISH

ENG:
MFG:
QA:

SCALE AS SHOWN
SHEET: 1 OF 1

USED ON:

PATH:
\Fin.Assy\Accessories\Monitor Arms\AFCRail\AFCRail DCM wAFC3255_01

SIZE A4
QTY: 2 per Holder
Bend Left & Right

PART # L1972